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Abstract
In this thesis report (based on my paper[1]), I present a path integral formalism for treatment
of Quantum/Statistical fields in flat (Minkowksi) spacetime, with random potentials. The prob-
lem is to develop a mechanism to calculate observables (correlators) for fields when there is
some uncertainity/randomness in the potential for the field. Random potentials which ’drive’
the field(s) live in the field space (which we consider to be Euclidean) and for this reason, the
averaging over potentials must be quenched and not annealed. Moreover, it is different from
the quenched averaging done over quantum systems with random potentials (e.g. Anderson
localization) where both the ’second quantized field’ and potential live in the physical space.
Examples of such field theories with random potentials include cosmological systems in the
context of string theory landscape (e.g. cosmic inflation) or condensed matter systems with
quenched disorder (e.g. spin glass) and many more. I use the so-called replica trick to define
two different generating functionals for calculating correlators of the quantum/statistical fields
averaged over a given distribution of random potentials. The first generating functional is ap-
propriate for calculating averaged (in-out) amplitudes and involves a single replica of fields, but
the replica limit is taken to an (unphysical) negative one number of fields outside of the path
integral. When the number of replicas is doubled the generating functional can also be used
for calculating averaged probabilities (squared amplitudes) using the in-in construction. The
second generating functional involves an infinite number of replicas, but can be used for calcu-
lating both in-out and in-in correlators and the replica limits are taken to only a zero number of
fields (which is physically more reasonable). The formalism is presented in detail for a single
real scalar field but can be naturally extended to different kinds of and/or multiple fields. As
toy problems, I work out three examples: one where the mass of scalar field is treated as a
random variable and two where the functional form of interactions is random, one described by
a Gaussian random field and the other by a Euclidean action in the field configuration space.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The standard assumption in quantum field theories is that the action for the field(s) is some
fixed functional of it/them. Similarly in statistical mechanics it is usually assumed that the
Hamiltonian is some fixed functional of random fields and its conjugate momenta. In both
cases the randomness in experimental outcomes may only come from the fact that the (quantum
and/or random) fields are described by distributions encoded entirely in the (quantum- and/or
statistical-) partition functionals, but there is no randomness in the theory itself (e.g. Lagrangian
or Hamiltonian densities are fixed). This is, perhaps, a good approach if one is allowed to per-
form (and compare against each other) a large number of experiments so that the initial ran-
domness in a theory (due to the fact that the theory is not known a priory) becomes negligible.1
There are, however, at least two cases when the uncertainty in the theory cannot be reduced
beyond a certain limit and thus the assumption of a fixed theory should not be used. The first
case is when the theory contains too many parameters (describing for example a very compli-
cated potential) all of which cannot be fixed simultaneously due to experimental limitations.
The second case is when there are too few experiments that one can perform on the system (due
to, for example, cosmic variance). The first case is usually studied in the context of disordered
systems in condensed matter and the second case is present in cosmology, since there is only
one universe to observe. For example, it was known for some time that a particular distribution
of random potentials gives rise to the phenomena of Anderson localization [2, 3, 4, 5], but more
recently there has also been a quest to understand quantum inflationary perturbations on random
1 Note, that the initial uncertainties would never get completely eliminated, but they can be made arbitrary small
with more and more data coming from experiments.
1
2potentials [6, 7, 8]. The situation is complicated further in the context of string theory models
of eternal inflation, where one has to deal with both cases simultaneously: a large number of
parameters (of the string theory landscape [9, 10, 11]) and only a single observational event of
the Universe we live in.2 To determine the statistical properties in such systems one usually
generates numerically a single random potential and then simulates directly the classical back-
ground dynamics [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. In this report I present a fully analytical treatment
of Quantum/Statistical fields with random potentials using the framework of path integrals. I
do this by defining two generating functionals, both of which can in principle be used for cal-
culating averaged correlators. The analysis is done for a single real scalar quantum field with a
distribution in potentials, but the generalization to many fields and to different types of fields is
straightforward.
By random potential I mean that the potential had been drawn from a statistical ensemble
described by some probability distribution P[V ] which is known, but the exact realization of
the potential V (ϕ) is unknown. The simplest case perhaps is if there are no (non-quadratic)
interactions, i.e. V (ϕ) = 12m
2ϕ2 and all of the randomness is imprinted in the value of the mass
m, chosen according to some distribution P(m). A distribution in the coupling constant of the
non-quadratic interactions may be chosen as well. A more interesting case though might be to
consider a functional distribution for the potential which can be described by some (Euclidean)
action in field’s configuration space,
P[V ] =
1
N
exp
(
− 1
~V
∫
dϕ L
(
dV (ϕ)
dϕ
,V (ϕ)
))
(1.1)
with ∫
DV P[V ] = 1. (1.2)
where ~V is an arbitrary constant in the distribution P[V ] that need not be related to Planck’s
constant ~= 1.
Note that the potential ‘field’ V (ϕ) lives in the configuration field space and not in physical
space-time and the expression of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) is nothing but a Euclidean path integral of
‘field’ V living in a one-dimensional ’space’ ϕ. A discretized version of Eq. (1.1) is understood
as
P[V ] =
1
N
exp
(
− 1
~V ∑i
ε L
(
V (ϕi+1)−V (ϕi)
ε
,V (ϕi)
))
(1.3)
2 Strictly speaking the models of eternal inflation also suffer from an additional uncertainty of choosing a
probability measure [12] (known as the measure problem) which will be discussed in a follow-up publication [13].
3where ε is the discretization scale of ‘space’ variable ϕ,V (ϕi) are the values of ‘field’ at discrete
points ϕi, and the measure of path integration in (1.2) is understood as
DV =∏
i
dVi. (1.4)
This in turn will make the integral (i.e.
∫
Dϕ f [ϕ] =
∫
∏ j dϕ j f (ϕ0,ϕ1, ...)) to be rather a sum:∫
Dϕ f [ϕ] =∑
i0
∑
i1
∑
i2
.... f (ϕi0 ,ϕi1 ,ϕi2 , ...) (1.5)
where f [ϕ] is an arbitrary functional, of some function of space-time ϕ(x). Although this shows
how the discretization can be carried out in principle, I will attempt to work in a continuum
limit for the remainder of this report.
As discussed in Sec. 3.0.1, having ‘Lagrangians’ for potential described by Eqs. (1.1)
and (1.2) leads to a technical issue and although analytical calculations seem formidable, one
can still tackle the problem numerically. More generally, the statistical ensemble of random
potentials need not be described by a local action as in (1.1), for instance it could be described
by some Gaussian random field with a prescribed two point correlator ∆V for the potential, i.e.
P[V ] =
1
N
exp
(
−
∫∫
dϕ1 dϕ2V (ϕ1)∆−1V (ϕ1,ϕ2)V (ϕ2)
)
, (1.6)
where the integration can be understood by discretizing the field space as was described in the
previous paragraph, if needed. In either case the methods of generating functionals developed
in this work, apply.
The properties of quantum (or random) fields such as amplitudes or correlators are conve-
niently encoded in generating functionals for correlators, also known as quantum (or statistical)
partition functional. For example, the partition functional for a real quantum scalar field is given
by [21, 22]
Z[V,J]≡
∫
Dϕ exp
(
i
∫
d4x
(
1
2
∂µϕ∂µϕ−V (ϕ)+ Jϕ
))
(1.7)
where I have set ~= 1. Then the in-out 3 correlators can be obtained by functional differenti-
ation with respect to sources at different points, with proper normalization, i.e.
〈T{ϕ(xk)..ϕ(x1)}〉= (−i)
kδkZ[V,J]
Z[V,0]δJ(xk)..δJ(x1)
∣∣∣∣
J=0
(1.8)
3 For most of this report, I refer to in and out vacuum states (i.e. |vac, in〉 and |vac,out〉) as just in and out states
respectively without mentioning the term vacuum, with the hope that it is clear from the context.
4where T stands for time ordering. From now on, I will suppress writing out the T opera-
tion, but it is always assumed to be present inside correlators. Next, the generating functional
for in-in correlators 4 is obtained by adding one more (conjugated) partition function (i.e.
Z[V,J+]Z∗[V,J−] and thus having two fields ϕ+ and ϕ− with respective sources J+ and J−).
The in-in correlators then, can be obtained by functional differentiation with respect to sources
at different points, i.e.
〈T{ϕ(yk)...ϕ(y1)}〉∗〈T{ϕ(xk)...ϕ(x1)}〉=
δkZ∗[V,J−]
Z∗[V,J−]δJ−(y1)..δJ−(yk)
δkZ[V,J+]
Z[V,J+]δJ+(xk)..δJ+(x1)
∣∣∣∣
J+=J−=0
(1.9)
Note that in (1.7) it is assumed that V (ϕ) is a known potential. The question that I would
address in this thesis, is what should be the generating functional if the exact form of V (ϕ) is
unknown, or in other words, if some parameter in the Lagrangian and/or the functional form of
the potential/interactions are random. Note that the same question can be asked in the context
of statistical systems where this additional randomness may come from the Hamiltonian itself
[4, 5, 21, 28].
There are four types of averages that we will have to distinguish. Two being statistical in
origin (known as annealed and quenched averages in statistical physics [4, 5]) and two being
quantum in origin (in-out and in-in averages/correlators in quantum field theories as recapitu-
lated above). The statistical averages will be denoted with a bar (Oa for annealed and Oq for
quenched) and the quantum averages will be denoted with square brackets (〈O〉 for in-out and
〈O〉∗〈O〉 for in-in) as usual, where O is some operator (observable). The distinction between
annealed and quenched averaging or between in-out or in-in averages should be clear from
context.
Annealed average must be taken whenever the target field ϕ can backreact on the random
field V and both evolve together (for example as in regular interacting field theories with V
replaced by another field ’living’ in the same physical space-time).5 Then the averaged in-out
4 I refer to in-in as multiplied in-out and out-in correlators/amplitudes, where out-in are nothing but conjugated
in-out correlators, i.e. 〈in,vac|T †{ϕ...ϕ}|vac,out〉 = 〈out,vac|T{ϕ...ϕ}|vac, in〉∗. Although these are not exactly
the standard in-in objects as usually defined in QFT’s [23, 24, 25] and cosmology [26, 27] where a sum over all
possible out states is implied, I will still use the term in-in with the understanding that there is only one out state (the
vacuum out state).
5 There are many other places where annealed averages are studied, e.g. spin glasses in condensed matter
physics[4, 5, 28, 29]; quantum brownian motion[21, 30, 31], also see [32]; and non-equilibrium QFT[21, 33, 34, 35].
5correlators for instance, are given by
〈ϕ(xk)...ϕ(x1)〉a =
∫
DVP[V ]
∫
DϕeiSϕ(x1)...ϕ(xk)∫
DVP[V ]
∫
DϕeiS
(1.10)
where k denotes what point correlator it is. Note that since both the random potential V and
the field ϕ can be dynamic, I simply inserted one more path integral for the random field V .
Similarly, the corresponding averaged in-in correlators (1.9) are
〈ϕ(yk)...ϕ(y1)〉∗〈ϕ(xk)...ϕ(x1)〉a =
∫
DVP[V ]
∫
Dϕe−iSϕ(yk)...ϕ(y1)
∫
DϕeiSϕ(x1)...ϕ(xk)∫
DVP[V ]
∫
Dϕe−iS
∫
DϕeiS
(1.11)
This averaging can be done pretty easily by bringing the potential integral inside the path inte-
gral adn performing it first. This would in general produce non-local averaged out potentials.6
On the other hand in the case of quenched systems, the random field is quenched (or frozen)
and does not evolve with time. This means that the target field whose evolution depends on
the random field does not backreact on the latter. The quenched averaged in-out correlators
therefore are given by
〈ϕ(xk)...ϕ(x1)〉q =
∫
DVP[V ]
(∫
DϕeiSϕ(x1)...ϕ(xk)∫
DϕeiS
)
(1.12)
and correspondingly the quenched averaged in-in correlators are
〈ϕ(yk)...ϕ(y1)〉∗〈ϕ(xk)...ϕ(x1)〉q=
∫
DVP[V ]
(∫
Dϕe−iSϕ(yk)...ϕ(y1)∫
Dϕe−iS
∫
DϕeiSϕ(x1)...ϕ(xk)∫
DϕeiS
)
.
(1.13)
It is understood that the action S for the field ϕ depends on the potential and therefore we need
not bother writing it as a functional of V over and over again. Since in this work I am interested
in quenched averages, I do not use annealed averages from here on; moreover O without a
subscript always indicates a quenched average.
This thesis report is based on my paper [1] and is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 I summa-
rize the replica trick and define a generating functional for quenched averages with a single (or
double) replica of fields for calculating in-out (or in-in) correlators. In Sec. 3 I use the generat-
ing functional for evaluating averaged correlators for a distribution of random self-interactions
described by either a partition function of a Euclidian harmonic oscillator (see Sec. 3.0.1) or
by two-point correlators of a Gaussian random field (see Sec. 3.0.2). In Sec. 4 I construct a
6 see Chapter 5 for instance
6generating functional for quenched averages with an infinite number of replica of fields which
I use in Sec. 5 to calculate averaged correlators for a particular distribution of random masses.
The main results are summarized and discussed in Sec. 6.
Chapter 2
Single (Double) replica(s) of fields
The main challenge in calculating quenched averages is the dependence on random potentials
in the denominators in expressions (1.12) and (1.13). The problem is usually handled by either
the so-called replica trick or by introducing Grassmanian fields, see e.g. the study of disordered
systems in condensed matter [3, 4, 5, 21, 28]. However one major difference from those con-
densed matter studies is that there the potential ‘lives’ in the same physical space where the field
‘lives’, whereas in our case, which is relevant for cosmological systems and in general for rela-
tivistic systems, the potential ‘lives’ in the field space of ϕ. Also, I want to obtain a generating
functional to generate all averaged correlators, all of which are potentially observable quanti-
ties. In what follows I present two generating functionals for generating averaged correlators,
with one (see Sec. 4) being superior and more trustworthy compared to another in the sense that
only interpolation of the functional between positive integers is needed and not extrapolation to
negative integers (discussed later), but at the expense of increased complexity. The formalism
is illustrated for a real scalar field with random potentials (see Sec. 3), and random masses (see
Sec. 5). Note that the generalization to different types and collections of fields is straightfor-
ward. Possible application of the proposed recipe to inflationary cosmology will be discussed
in detail in a separate work [13].
To illustrate the replica trick we can make use of a trivial identity
1
Z[V,J]
= lim
n→−1
Z[V,J]n, (2.1)
where Z[V,J] is the partition functional with a fixed potential. Then generating functionals
for quantum systems with random potentials with single and double replica can be defined
7
8respectively as
Zio[J, J˜] = lim
n→−1
∫
DV P[V ]Z[V,J]Zn[V, J˜] (2.2)
and
Zii[J+, J˜+,J−, J˜−] = lim
n+,n−→−1
∫
DV P[V ]Z[V,J+]Zn
+
[V, J˜+]Z∗[V,J−]Z∗n
−
[V, J˜−]. (2.3)
and the quenched averaged in-out and in-in correlators can be obtained by differentiating (2.2)
and (2.3) with respect to sources, i.e.
〈ϕ(x1)...ϕ(xk)〉= (−i)
kδkZio
δJ(xk)..δJ(x1)
∣∣∣∣
J=J˜=0
(2.4)
and
〈ϕ(y1)...ϕ(yk)〉∗〈ϕ(x1)...ϕ(xk)〉= δ
2kZii
δJ−(yk)..δJ−(y1)δJ+(xk)..δJ+(x1)
∣∣∣∣
J±=J˜±=0
. (2.5)
1 However, for the last two equations (2.4) and (2.5) to be correct we must make two crucial
assumptions. First of all we must assume that the integrands of the path integrals in (2.2) and
(2.3) as functions of n and n+,n− respectively can be not only interpolated between integer
values, but also extrapolated to negative values. Secondly we must also assume that one can
interchange the order of taking limits and path integrations in (2.2) and (2.3). In Sec. 4 I will
construct an improved generating functional W with multiple replicas where the extrapolation
assumption can be relaxed by avoiding taking limits to negative numbers of fields.
Moving on, if there is a functional distribution for potentials, e.g. a Lagrangian for self-
interactions (1.1), a closed form integration of the field’s partition function is not possible in
general; hence, I resort to a perturbative calculation in this case. For this treatment to work,
we need to assume weak random interactions (i.e. interactions with a small coupling constant
g) so that a perturbative treatment makes sense. Furthermore, there is no limiting procedure
required in (2.2) and (2.2) as n’s are equal to negative one with binomial expansion at work. For
example, for a real scalar field with action
S[ϕ,V,J] =
∫
d4x
(
1
2
(∂µϕ)2− 12 m
2ϕ2+gV (ϕ)+ Jϕ
)
, (2.6)
1 Note that the tilded sources are introduced precisely to handle dependence of V in the denominator, and they
are not used for functional differentiation to obtain correlators.
9the partition functional can be expanded perturbatively in g as
Z[V,J] =
∑
l
(
ig
∫
V
(
δ
iδJ(z)
)
d4z
)l
l!
Z f [J] (2.7)
around the free partition function
Z f [J] = exp
(
i
2
∫∫
J(u)∆F(u− v)J(v)d4ud4v
)
, (2.8)
Here, ∆F(x− y) is the free field propagator (negative of the inverse of the free field operator),
also called Feynman Green’s function, and it is equal to
∆F(x) = lim
ε→0
1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k
ei k
µxµ
k2−m2+ iε
=
−i
(2pi)3
∫ [
Θ(x0)
e−i(ωk x
0−~k.~x)
2ωk
+Θ(−x0)e
i(ωk x0−~k.~x)
2ωk
]
d3k (2.9)
where the energiesωk=+
√
~k2+m2 are assumed to be positive and I am using diag(+,−,−,−)
as the Minkowski signature. The conjugated propagator (in the conjugated partition function)
would be, apart from a negative sign, reversed in time:
∆∗F(x) =
i
(2pi)3
∫ [
Θ(x0)
ei(ωk x
0−~k.~x)
2ωk
+Θ(−x0)e
−i(ωk x0−~k.~x)
2ωk
]
d3k (2.10)
i.e. the positive and negative frequencies get swapped with respect to positive and negative
times. In the following section, I describe how the perturbation theory works for random inter-
actions given by some distribution P[V ] for a real scalar field with the action (2.6).
Chapter 3
Field theories with random potential
functions
As described before, for a perturbative treatment in g (i.e. field φwith random self-interactions),
no limiting procedures are required and all n’s in (2.2) and (2.3) can be set to negative one. Then
the in-out and in-in partition function can be expanded in g as
Zio[J, J˜] = Zio(0)[J, J˜]+ igZio(1)[J, J˜]+ (ig)2Zio(2)[J, J˜]... (3.1)
and
Zii[J+, J˜+,J−, J˜−] = Zii(0)[J+, J˜+,J−, J˜−]+ igZii(1)[J+, J˜+,J−, J˜−]
+(ig)2Zii(2)[J+, J˜+,J−, J˜−]+O(g3)... (3.2)
where the zeroth order terms are
Zio(0)[J, J˜] =
Z f [J]
Z f [J˜]
(3.3)
Zii(0)[J+, J˜+,J−, J˜−] =
Z f [J+]Z∗f [J
−]
Z f [J˜+]Z∗f [J˜−]
, (3.4)
10
11
and the first order terms are
Zio(1)[J, J˜] =∫
DV P[V ]
∫
d4z
(∫
DϕV [ϕ(z)]eiS f [ϕ,J]
Z f [J]
−
∫
Dϕ˜V [ϕ˜(z)]eiS f [ϕ˜,J˜]
Z f [J˜]
)
Z f [J]
Z f [J˜]
(3.5)
Zii(1)[J+, J˜+,J−, J˜−] =∫
DV P[V ]
∫
d4z
(∫
Dϕ+V [ϕ+(z)]eiS f [ϕ+,J+]
Z f [J+]
−
∫
Dϕ˜+V [ϕ˜+(z)]eiS f [ϕ˜+,J˜+]
Z f [J˜+]
+
∫
Dϕ˜−V [ϕ˜−(z)]e−iS f [ϕ˜−,J˜−]
Z∗f [J˜−]
−
∫
Dϕ−V [ϕ−(z)]e−iS f [ϕ−,J−]
Z∗f [J−]
)
Z f [J+]Z∗f [J
−]
Z f [J˜+]Z∗f [J˜−]
(3.6)
where S f denotes the free action (i.e. (2.6) with g= 0), and so on. By swapping the space-time
integral(s) and field path integral(s) with path integral(s) in the potential,1 we get correlators
in potential as interactions (in such a way that the k-th order term in g has k-point potential
correlators as interactions). For example, we have for the first order terms
Zio(1)[J, J˜] =
∫
d4z
(∫
DϕV [ϕ(z)]eiS f [ϕ,J]
Z f [J]
−
∫
Dϕ˜V [ϕ˜(z)]eiS f [ϕ˜,J˜]
Z f [J˜]
)
Z f [J]
Z f [J˜]
(3.7)
and
Zii(1)[J+, J˜+,J−, J˜−] =
∫
d4z
(∫
Dϕ+V [ϕ+(z)]eiS f [ϕ+,J+]
Z f [J+]
−
∫
Dϕ˜+V [ϕ˜+(z)]eiS f [ϕ˜+,J˜+]
Z f [J˜+]
+
∫
Dϕ˜−V [ϕ˜−(z)]e−iS f [ϕ˜−,J˜−]
Z∗f [J˜−]
−
∫
Dϕ−V [ϕ−(z)]e−iS f [ϕ−,J−]
Z∗f [J−]
)
Z f [J+]Z∗f [J
−]
Z f [J˜+]Z∗f [J˜−]
(3.8)
where any potential correlator is defined as usual
V (ϕ1)...V (ϕk)≡
∫
DV P[V ]V (ϕ1)...V (ϕk). (3.9)
Now that all of the interactions are encoded in correlators of potentials we can carry on the
perturbative calculations for a given set of such correlators. In what follows, I describe two
simple examples: in the first one, the desired set of correlators arises when the potential is
modeled as a random field described by some Lagrangian in the field ϕ configuration space,
and in the second one, I consider a Gaussian random potential described by some two point
1 I assume that for any given potential V (ϕ) drawn from the distribution P[V ], the space-time integral(s) and
field path integral(s) converge uniformly and hence the integral(s) can be swapped.
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correlator of the potential. In both of the cases, one-point correlator vanishes (which might not
be true in general) and thus we need to expand to second order in g in order to see the effect of
random interactions. For the in-out generating functional the second order term is given by2
Zio(2)[J, J˜] =
∫∫
d4zd4z′
(∫
DϕV [ϕ(z)]V [ϕ(z′)]eiS f [ϕ,J]
2Z f [J]
−
∫
Dϕ˜V [ϕ˜(z)]V [ϕ˜(z′)]eiS f [ϕ˜,J˜]
2Z f [J˜]
−
∫∫
DϕDϕ˜V [ϕ(z)]V [ϕ˜(z′)]eiS f [ϕ,J]+iS f [ϕ˜,J˜]
Z f [J]Z f [J˜]
+
∫∫
Dϕ˜Dϕ˜′V [ϕ˜(z)]V [ϕ˜′(z′)]eiS f [ϕ˜,J˜]+iS f [ϕ˜′,J˜′]
Z f [J˜]Z f [J˜′]
)
Z f [J]
Z f [J˜]
(3.10)
and a similar (but much messier) second order term can be derived for the in-in generating
functional. I first start with the Lagrangian approach where I identify a technical problem which
does not allow the analysis to be carried out analytically. The problem is due to a discontinous
derivative of the correlators at zero and is likely to be present for the simplest Lagrangians, but
can be easily handled numerically. Then I perform a sample analytic calculation for Gaussian
random potentials with sufficiently smooth two-point correlators.
3.0.1 Euclidean Harmonic Oscillator
The partition functional for potentials (not to be confused with the partition functional for fields
(1.7)) described by a Lagrangian (1.1) can be obtained by inserting a source JV coupled to the
potential V :
ZV [V,JV ] =
∫
DV exp
(
− 1
~V
∫
dϕ
[
LV
(
dV
dϕ
,V
)
+ JVV
)]
(3.11)
where LV is the Lagrangian for the potential. In the case of a Euclidean harmonic oscillator we
have
ZV [V,JV ] =
∫
DV exp
(
− 1
~V
∫
dϕ
[
1
2
(
dV
dϕ
)2
+
1
2
m2VV
2+ JVV
])
. (3.12)
Note that a particular limit of this distribution is known to give rise to the phenomenon of
Anderson localization when ~V ,mV → ∞, such that m2V/~V remains finite. Depending on the
values of ~V and mV , we have a Gaussian distribution in both the potential and its derivative
(centered at zero) at every point in the field space. To carry out the matrix Gaussian integral I
2 Prime is introduced for the squared terms in the perturbation series in the denominator: Since each quantity
in the perturbation series is an integrated quantity, squaring (or any power in it) must be handled by differentiating
between each other.
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make the assumption that the potential dies off faster than 1/ϕ on either infinities, so that we
can neglect boundary terms. The corresponding Green’s function (with a single argument) of
the differential operator 12~V
(
mV 2− d2dϕ2
)
is given by
∆V (ϕ) =
~V
pi
∫
dk
eikϕ
k2+mV 2
. (3.13)
This integral can be evaluated without any deformations of contours as the poles (−imV , imV )
are on the imaginary axes. For ϕ > 0, we take the upper half plane in the complex k space to
close the integration contour with the real axis and for ϕ < 0, we take the lower half plane to
get
∆V (ϕ) =
~V
mV
[
Θ(ϕ)e−mVϕ+Θ(−ϕ)emVϕ]= ~V
mV
e−|mVϕ| (3.14)
It is straightforward to generate all higher points correlators of the random potential (3.9) from
the potential’s Green’s function (3.13): all odd point correlators are zero, the two point correla-
tors is simply
V (ϕ1)V (ϕ2) = ∆V (ϕ1−ϕ2), (3.15)
and all higher even-point correlators are obtained from (3.15) using Wick’s theorem [21, 22].
With that, we can now move back to the generating functionals (3.1) and (3.2). Retaining
only the leading non-zero correction (which is second order in g for the considered example)
and replacing the fields as functional derivatives with respect to the respective sources, we get
for the in-out generating functional (3.1):
Zio ≈ Z f
Z˜ f
[
1+
(ig)2
2Z f
∫∫
d4zd4z′∆V
(
δ
iδJ(z)
− δ
iδJ(z′)
)
Z f
− (ig)
2
2 Z˜ f
∫∫
d4zd4z′∆V
(
δ
iδJ˜(z)
− δ
iδJ˜(z′)
)
Z˜ f
− (ig)
2
Z f Z˜ f
∫∫
d4zd4z′∆V
(
δ
iδJ(z)
− δ
iδJ˜(z′)
)
Z f Z˜ f
+
(ig)2
Z˜ f Z˜′f
∫∫
d4zd4z′∆V
(
δ
iδJ˜(z)
− δ
iδJ˜′(z′)
)
Z˜ f Z˜′f
]
(3.16)
and a similar expression for the in-in generating functional (3.2). Here I have suppressed the
source dependence of the free partition functions, hence the tildes Z˜ f ≡ Z f [J˜] and primes Z˜ f ′ ≡
Z f [J˜′]. The correlator has a derivative discontinuity at zero and therefore replacing the fields
as functional derivatives w.r.t. sources (as usual in path integral QFT) is problematic at zero.
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Note that I would be facing the same problem for the in-in generating functional (3.2). This
can be dealt with by either modifying the correlator (smooth it at zero) which would modify the
Lagrangian (see next section), or by starting with well-behaved correlator(s) which may or may
not be described by any Lagrangian. Note that there can still be Lagrangians with sufficiently
smooth correlators, but it is not the case for the example of the Euclidean harmonic oscillator
considered here.
3.0.2 Gaussian Random Potential
Consider a Gaussian random potential defined by the probability distribution
P[V ] =
1
N
exp
(
−
∫∫
dϕ1 dϕ2V (ϕ1)∆˜−1V (ϕ1,ϕ2)V (ϕ2)
)
(3.17)
whose odd-point correlators vanish and all even-point correlators can be obtained from the two-
point correlator ∆˜V using Wick’s theorem [21, 22]. As an example, I smooth out the correlator
(3.13) using hyperbolic tangent (i.e. replacing |x| with x tanh(γx)):
∆V (ϕ)→ ~VmV exp(−|mV |ϕ tanh(γϕ)) = ∆˜V (ϕ) (3.18)
with γ being a smoothing constant and I use this expression in the Gaussian random distribu-
tion.3 The interactions are still described by the in-out generating functional (3.16) with ∆V
replaced by ∆˜V and we can calculate Feynman diagrams by expanding the smoothed potential
Green’s function (3.18) around zero:
∆˜V (ϕ1−ϕ2) = ~VmV
(
1−mV γ(ϕ1−ϕ2)2+
(
mV 2 γ2
2
+
mV γ3
3
)
(ϕ1−ϕ2)4+ ...
)
. (3.19)
Using (3.19), I approximate (3.16) (with smoothed out correlator (3.18)) further by the leading
order terms in γ which gives rise to quadratic interactions. After all the usual diagram arith-
metics 4 , we arrive at
Zio =
[
1+
g2~V γ
2
∫∫
d4zd4z′
(
J z
)(
J z′
)
+O(g4)
]
Z f [J]
Z f [0]
(3.20)
3 Note that this correlator might be describable using the Lagrangian formalism of the previous section (with
perhaps added correction to the action (3.12) that depends on some negative power of γ so that in the limit γ→∞, we
recover the Euclidean harmonic oscillator), but the exact form of the Lagrangian is not important for our purposes.
4 Since the sourced fields denoted with tildes are never to be differentiated when obtaining averaged field
correlators, we can set these sources to zero after calculating respective Feynman diagrams.
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where (
J w
)
≡
∫
d4uJ(u)∆F(u−w). (3.21)
with solid dots representing internal vertices. The averaged two point correlator is then
〈ϕ(x2)ϕ(x1)〉= δ
2Zio
iδJ(x2) iδJ(x1)
∣∣∣∣
J=0
=−i
(
x1 x2
)
−g2~V γ
(
x1
z z′
x2
)
(3.22)
The first diagram is just the usual propagator(
x y
)
≡ ∆F(y− x) (3.23)
and the second diagram a correction representing the following integral(
x
ww′ y
)
≡
∫∫
d4wd4w′∆F(w− x)∆F(y−w′) (3.24)
where arrows specify the direction of time flow (i.e. having usual propagators (2.9))5 . Note
that (3.24) is nothing but a multiplication of two diagrams: creation of a particle at x and its an-
nihilation somewhere in between, followed by the creation of a particle somewhere in between
and its annihilation at y. The integral can be computed easily since the two diagrams (integrals)
are disconnected, so that (
x
ww′ y
)
=
1
m4
(3.25)
A similar calculation for the in-in generating functional (3.2) gives
Zii = [1+
g2~V γ
2
∫∫
d4z1 d4z2
{(
J+ z1
)(
J+ z2
)
+
(
J− z1
)(
J− z2
)
+2
(
J+ z1
)(
J− z2
)}
+ O(g4)
]
Z f [J+]Z f [J−]
(Z f [0])2
(3.26)
where the bracketed diagrams with J+ sources are as described before (eq. (3.21)), and J−
sources are the same but with conjugated propagators:(
J− w
)
≡
∫
d4uJ−(u)∆∗F(u−w). (3.27)
5 I choose a convention where time flows from left to right.
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Thus, for example, the averaged two point in-in correlator reads:
〈ϕ(y2)ϕ(y1)〉∗〈ϕ(x2)ϕ(x1)〉= (i)
2(−i)2δ4Zii
δJ−(y2)δJ−(y1)δJ+(x2)δJ+(x1)
∣∣∣∣
J+,J−=0
=
(
x1 x2
y1 y2
)
− ig2~V γ

 x1 x2
y1 y2
z1z2
−
 x1 x2y1 y2z1z2

 (3.28)
where the time reversed flow (arrows from right to left) specifies conjugated propagators i.e.(
x y
)
≡ ∆∗F(x− y) (3.29)
and (
x
ww′ y
)
≡
∫∫
d4wd4w′∆∗F(w
′− y)∆∗F(x−w) =
1
m4
(3.30)
Also, diagrams appearing one on top of another are nothing but a product of them. Notice
that the averaged one point in-in correlator is also non zero due to the third term in (3.26)
even though all odd-point correlators for potentials vanish, since in totality there are two field
operators (causal, anti-causal) which is even, i.e.
〈ϕ(y)〉∗〈ϕ(x)〉= (i)(−i)δ
2Zii
δJ−(y)δJ+(x)
∣∣∣∣
J+,J−=0
= g2~V γ
 x z1
z2
y
= g2~V γ
m4
(3.31)
This suggests that both the normal and time reversed fields interact with each other through
the random potential. Since I was doing a perturbative expansion no questionable assumptions
(discussed above) had to be made about the generating functionals (2.4) and (2.5). However
for a random distribution of masses P(m) (which I am going to discuss in Sec. 5) a closed
form integration over random potentials is possible, and one might question the necessity of
extrapolating generating functionals to the unphysical negative one number of fields. In the
next section, I will develop a second generating functional which is a lot more symmetric and,
moreover, only needs to be interpolated between (a lot more physical) zero and one number of
fields.
Chapter 4
Multiple replicas of fields
I start by developing the generating functional for averaged in-out correlators and show how
to calculate the corresponding averaged correlators from it. Extension to the in-in generating
functional is straightforward. First note that the issue of having V dependence of partition
functions in denominators of (1.12) and (1.13) can be dealt with by using logarithm which, upon
differentiation with respect to the sources produces the required denominator automatically.
Hence I consider the average of logarithm of the partition functional (generating functional for
connected Feynman diagrams: W = lnZ)
W [J] =
∫
DV P[V ]W [V,J] = lim
n→0+
d
dn
(∫
DV P[V ]Zn[V,J]
)
. (4.1)
The exponentiated object Zn is well defined at all non-negative integers n, but the gain here is
that we can study the limit of the (interpolated) function at n→ 0+(i.e. having no fields). In
this construction I am avoiding the need for extrapolation to negative values of n which is due to
the fact that the object is more symmetric as no distinction is made between partition functions
in numerators and denominators in (1.12) and (1.13). If (4.1) is functionally differentiated with
respect to sources, the desired averaged one point in-out correlator is indeed generated
δW
iδJ(x)
∣∣∣∣
J=0
=
∫
DV P[V ]
(∫
DϕeiS[ϕ,V ]ϕ(x)∫
DϕeiS[ϕ,V ]
)
= 〈ϕ(x)〉, (4.2)
but the generating functional cannot be used to generate all higher point correlators. What it
generates though are the averaged cumulants of in-out correlators, for instance
δ2W
iδJ(x2) iδJ(x1)
∣∣∣∣
J=0
= 〈ϕ(x2)ϕ(x1)〉−〈ϕ(x2)〉〈ϕ(x1)〉 (4.3)
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and so on. This is due to the fact that 〈ϕ(x2)〉〈ϕ(x1)〉 6= 〈ϕ(x2)〉 〈ϕ(x1)〉, and thus we are not
generating cumulants in the usual sense.
We could have been expecting this property, since I am averaging only over the connected
diagrams, whereas in general, an in-out correlator has both connected and disconnected dia-
grams. Hence, we need a machinery to build all the missing averaged disconnected diagrams.
To accomplish this task, I propose a generating functional with an infinite number of replicated
sets of identical fields, each set with a different source1 :
W io(n1,n2, ...)[J1,J2...] =
∫
DV P[V ]en1W [V,J1]en2W [V,J2]...=
∫
DV P[V ]Zn1 [V,J1]Zn2 [V,J2]...
(4.4)
The averaged products of different W ’s are obtained by differentiations with respect to the n’s,
W ion1n2...nk ≡W [V,J1]...W [V,Jk] =
∂pW io
∂n1 ∂n2...∂nk
∣∣∣∣
n1,n2,...→0+
(4.5)
where k is an arbitrary integer. These are the averages which will be used for building different
correlators. For example, to get the averaged one point correlator one needs to differentiate
(4.4) with respect to any one n and the respective source only once, i.e.
〈ϕ(x)〉= δW
io
n1
iδJ1(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
J1=0
=W ion1J1(x) (4.6)
which is equivalent to (4.2). For the averaged two point correlator, we need two terms (the
second one is needed to cancel out the second term in (4.3)):
〈ϕ(x2)ϕ(x1)〉= 〈ϕ(x2)ϕ(x1)〉−〈ϕ(x2)〉〈ϕ(x1)〉+ 〈ϕ(x2)〉〈ϕ(x1)〉 (4.7)
=
δ2W ion1
iδJ1(x2) iδJ1(x1)
∣∣∣∣∣
J1=0
+
δ2W ion1n2
iδJ2(x2) iδJ1(x1)
∣∣∣∣∣
J1,J2=0
=W ion1J1(x1)J1(x2)+W
io
n1n2J1(x1)J2(x2) (4.8)
and so on.
There is a pattern that one might notice in calculating all these averaged correlators so that
we can identify simple rules for obtaining them. To understand the origin for these rules it might
be helpful to recall from QFT that when the generator for connected diagramsW is functionally
1 See [36], section III wherein two replica sets have been used to calculate the averaged product of two one-point
correlator for statistical systems.
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differentiated with respect to its source, every of the closed brackets 〈ϕ(xl)...ϕ(x1)〉 after dif-
ferentiation with respect to source at xk goes to 〈ϕ(xk)ϕ(xl)...ϕ(x1)〉−〈ϕ(xk)〉〈ϕ(xl)...ϕ(x1)〉.
Also notice that W io differentiated with respect to a source without being differentiated with
respect to the corresponding n and evaluated at zero vanishes. Hence to get an averaged
k point in-out correlator, we need to form all partitions of the set containing k space-time
points {x1, ...,xk}. The total number of partitions is known as Bell’s number; each of the
partitions corresponds to a term and all such terms have to be added to give the averaged
in-out correlator. For example, for k = 3 the total number of partitions is five: ({x1,x2,x3}),
({x1,x2},{x3}),({x1,x3},{x2}),({x2,x3},{x1}) and ({x1},{x2},{x3}) and the corresponding
terms are W ion1 J1 J1 J1 , W
io
n1 n2 J1 J1 J2 , W
io
n1 n2 J1 J2 J1 , W
io
n1 n2 J2 J1 J1 and W
io
n1,n2,n3,J1,J2,J3 respectively. It
is assumed that the space-time dependence of the sources is ordered such that the first source
depends on x1, the second source depends on x2, etc., e.g.
W ion1 n2 J1 J2 J1 ≡
∂2
∂n1∂n2
(−i)3δ3
δJ1(x3)δJ2(x2)δJ1(x1)
W io
∣∣∣∣
n1,n2,...→0+,J1=J2=...=0
. (4.9)
By adding all of the terms we get
〈ϕ(x3)ϕ(x2)ϕ(x1)〉=W ion1 J1 J1 J1 +W ion1 n2 J1 J1 J2 +W ion1 n2 J1 J2 J2 +W ion1 n2 J1 J2 J1 +W ion1 n2 n3 J1 J2 J3
(4.10)
So far I have only discussed the one-, two- and three-point correlators, but the same construction
of averaged correlators from partitions of the set of space-time coordinates {x1, ...,xk} works
for an arbitrary k.
Moving on to the calculation of in-in correlators, the generating functional is a straightfor-
ward extension of (4.4):
W ii(n±1 , .,n
±
m)[J
±
1 , .,J
±
m ] =
∫
DV P[V ]en
+
1 W [V,J
+
1 ]...en
+
mW [V,J
+
m ]en
−
1 W
∗[V,J−1 ]...en
−
mW
∗[V,J−m ]
=
∫
DV P[V ]Zn
+
1 [V,J+1 ]...Z
∗n−m [V,Jm].
(4.11)
The two pieces (in-out and out-in) of the averaged in-in correlators in (1.13) are obtained from
the in-out and out-in integrands of (4.11) respectively as described above. Since each of these
two pieces are obtained from adding terms corresponding to partitions of the two sets of space-
time coordinates {x1, ...,xk} and {y1, ...,yk} (representing the coordinates of in-out J+ and out-
in J− sources respectively), the total number of such terms is equal to the product of two Bell
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numbers. For example, the averaged in-in two point correlator is given by
〈ϕ(y2)ϕ(y1)〉∗〈ϕ(x2)ϕ(x1)〉= W iin−1 n+1 J−1 J−1 J+1 J+1 + W
ii
n−1 n
+
2 n
+
1 J
−
1 J
−
1 J
+
2 J
+
1
+W iin−2 n−1 n+1 J−2 J−1 J+1 J+1
+W iin−2 n−1 n+2 n+1 J−2 J−1 J+2 J+1 (4.12)
Since there are two terms for both in-out and out-in individually, there are four terms in total.
It is worth mentioning that the generating functional for averaged in-out correlators W io
is contained within the generating functional for in-in correlators W ii and thus the latter is a
more general object. To get the former, one should not differentiate with respect to the minus
sources and follow the regular procedure as described above for the averaged in-out correlators.
Furthermore, the Euclidean version of this generating functional i.e. one with Euclidean fields,
is straightforwardly obtained by doing a Wick rotation (t→−iτ for ’+’ fields and t→ iτ for ’-’
fields). I now move on to real scalar field theory with a random mass and use the improved,
more general generating functional (4.11) to calculate averaged in-out and in-in correlators. To
illustrate the idea and be more simplistic, I do this for Euclidean scalar field. The results for
Lorentzian/Quantum field theory can be easily obtained by undoing the Wick rotation in the end
to obtain Quantum correlators from Euclidean correlators (τ→ i t and τ→−i t for ’+’ and ’-’
fields respectively).
Chapter 5
Field theories with some random
parameter in the action
To illustrate the effect of random parameters in the action, I consider a massive scalar Euclidean
field theory (Wick rotated Lorentzian theory) with source
SE(m)[ϕ,J] =
∫
d4xE
(
1
2
(∂ϕ)2+
1
2
m2ϕ2− Jϕ
)
(5.1)
where
(∂φ)2 ≡
(
∂φ
∂τ
)2
+
(
∂φ
∂x
)2
+
(
∂φ
∂y
)2
+
(
∂φ
∂z
)2
(5.2)
with the following normalized distribution for mass
P(m) =
1
σ
√
2pi
exp
(
−(m−mo)
2
2σ2
)
. (5.3)
i.e. I consider the ’mass’ of the field to be the random parameter in the action for it. The sub-
script E stands for Euclidean which I drop from now on assuming it is understood. Since the
in-in generating functional (4.11) is a more general object, in the sense that it can generate both
in-in and in-out correlators, I work with it (Euclidean version offcourse). Furthermore, to repli-
cate all the partition functions in (4.11) I assume that all n’s are positive integers. Accordingly,
for a scalar field with action (5.1) and distribution (5.3) of masses, the generating functional is
given by
W ii =
[∫ ∞
−∞
dmP(m)
∞
∏
α=1
(
n+α
∏
β=1
Z f (m)[J+αβ]
)(
n−α
∏
γ=1
Z f (m)[J−αγ]
)]
J+α1=...=J
+
α ; J−α1=...=J
−
α
(5.4)
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where the second index for the sources (and fields) looks redundant, but is needed, because
each of the partition functions (within a replicated set) is an integrated quantity and must be
handled separately. Once we would have calculated the partition functions, I will drop the
second subscript. To keep the notation simple, I don’t bother writing J+α1 = ...= J
+
α ; J
−
α1 = ...=
J−α anymore, with the understanding that it is implied.
Since each of the partition functions are divergent quantities if directly calculated on a con-
tinuum space, I discretize Euclidean space-time and perform lattice field theory; the properly
normalized correlators are obtained in the continuum limit. Coming back to (5.4) with Eucle-
dian space-time now discretized (i.e. coordinates x being replaced with labels k of lattice points,
e.g. ϕ±αβ(x)→ ϕ±αβ,k), I separate the mass dependence from the partition functions and bring the
integration over the mass inside the scalar fields’ path integrals:
W ii =
∫ ∞
∏
α=1
(
n+α
∏
β=1
Dϕ+αβ
n−α
∏
γ=1
Dϕ−αγ
)[∫ ∞
−∞
dmP(m)e−
1
2m
2A
]
×
∞
∏
α=1
(
n+α
∏
β=1
e−S(0)[ϕ
+
αβ,J
+
αβ]
n−α
∏
γ=1
e−S(0)[ϕ
−
αγ,J
−
αγ]
)
(5.5)
where
A=
∞
∑
α=1
(
n+α
∑
β=1
∑
k
(
ϕ+αβ,k
)2
+
n−α
∑
γ=1
∑
j
(
ϕ−αγ, j
)2)
(5.6)
After integration over the mass we get
W ii =
∫ ∞
∏
α=1
(
n+α
∏
β=1
Dϕ+αβ
n−α
∏
γ=1
Dϕ−αγ
)e−mo2A2 (1+σ2A)−1√
1+σ2A
 ∞∏
α=1
(
n+α
∏
β=1
e−S(0)[ϕ
+
αβ,J
+
αβ]
n−α
∏
γ=1
e−S(0)[ϕ
−
αγ,J
−
αγ]
)
(5.7)
Now to see what the total Euclidean action looks like, we move the term in square brackets into
the exponent to give:
Stotal =
∫
d4x
[
∑∞α=1
(
∑n
+
α
β=1
1
2(∂ϕ
+
αβ)
2− J+αβϕ+αβ+∑
n−α
γ=1
1
2(∂ϕ
+
αγ)
2− J−αγϕ−αγ
)]
+
mo2A
2
(
1+σ2A
)−1
+
1
2
ln
(
1+σ2A
)
(5.8)
with the understanding that we go back to continuum (Euclidean) space-time for the time be-
ing. Assuming σ2  mo2 and m2oA < 1 (which will turn out to be equivalent to considering
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correlators at distances smaller than 1/mo) this can be expanded in powers of σ2/m2o:
mo2A
2
(
1+σ2A
)−1
+
1
2
ln
(
1+σ2A
)
=
mo2A
2
+
σ2
2m2o
(
m2oA−
mo4
2
A2
)
+O
(
σ4
m4o
)
(5.9)
Note that the first term assigns a mass (equal to mo) to all the fields and thus at this stage,
we have a theory of infinite (replicated) massive fields, where non local interactions (coupled
through powers of σ2/m2o) will be treated perturbatively. Then, the free field operator for all the
fields becomes +mo2 and all the interaction terms can be recast by functional differentiation
with respect to the sources as usual1 :
Aˆ=
∞
∑
α=1
 n+α∑
β=1
∑
k
(
δ
δJ+αβ,k
)2
+
n−α
∑
γ=1
∑
j
(
δ
δJ−αγ, j
)2 (5.10)
Next, retaining only the leading order interaction term (corresponding to σ2/m2o) in W ii gives
W ii ≈
[
1− σ
2
2m2o
(
m2oAˆ−
mo4
2
Aˆ2
)] ∞
∏
α=1
(
n+α
∏
β=1
Z(mo)[J+αβ]
)(
n−α
∏
γ=1
Z(mo)[J−αγ]
)
(5.11)
After hitting with the operators Aˆ, Aˆ2 and then collecting all similar terms, I can finally drop the
second index introduced for the sources i.e. set J+µ1 = ...= J
+
µ ; J
−
µ1 = ...= J
−
µ , to obtain
W ii ≈
1− σ22
∑µ n+µ
∑k
(
δ
δJ+µ,k
)2
Z[J+µ ]
Z[J+µ ]
+ σ2mo24
∑µ n+µ
{∑k∑ j( δδJ+µ,k
)2(
δ
δJ+µ, j
)2
Z[J+µ ]
Z[J+µ ]
+(n+µ −1)

∑k
(
δ
δJ+µ,k
)2
Z[J+µ ]
Z[J+µ ]

2}
+∑µ,ν
n+µ n
+
ν
[
∑k
(
δ
δJ+µ,k
)2
Z[J+µ ]
][
∑ j
(
δ
δJ+ν, j
)2
Z[J+ν ]
]
Z[J+µ ]Z[J+ν ]
+{+↔−}+2 ∑µ,ν
n+µ n
−
ν
[
∑k
(
δ
δJ+µ,k
)2
Z[J+µ ]
][
∑ j
(
δ
δJ−ν, j
)2
Z[J−ν ]
]
Z[J+µ ]Z[J−ν ]

×
1 It is worth mentioning that the effective action for the scalar field would have mo as mass, which is clear from
the construction of W as in the limit σ→ 0, the distribution in mass reduces to a delta distribution centered at mo
which assigns mass equal to mo to all replicated fields with no interactions.
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∞
∏
µ=1
Zn
+
µ [J+µ ]Z
n−µ [J−µ ] (5.12)
where I have suppressed the mo dependence of partition functions and {+↔ −} represents
the same terms as previous ones, but with time reversed (conjugated) objects 2 . Now it is
apparent from the above equation (5.12) that corrections (of order O(σ2/m2o)) to averaged free
in-out correlators originate from W iin1 and W
ii
n1n2 only. On the other hand, all of the possible
partitions of the set of coordinates (as discussed in Sec. 4) contribute non-trivially to averaged
in-in correlators. Next I calculate the averaged in-out two point correlator and therefore only
care about W iin1 and W
ii
n1n2 :
W iin1 ≈ lnZ[J1]−
σ2
2 ∑k
∆F,kk+[∑
l
∆F,klJ1,l
]2
+
σ2mo2
2 ∑k, j
(
2
[
∑
l
∆F,klJ1,l
]
∆F,k j
[
N
∑
l
∆F, jlJ1,l
]
+
(
∆F,k j
)2) ;
W iin1 n2 ≈ lnZ[J1] lnZ[J2]+
σ2mo2
2
[
lnZ[J1]∑
k, j
{
2
[
∑
l
∆F,klJ1,l
]
∆F,k j
[
N
∑
l
∆F, jlJ1,l
]
+∆F,k j∆F,k j
}
+{1↔ 2}+
∑
k
∆F,kk+( N∑
j
∆F,k jJ1, j
)2∑
k
∆F,kk+(∑
j
∆F,k jJ2, j
)2
(5.13)
As before, the subscripts for the free propagator ∆F indicate lattice points ( i.e. ∆F,k j ≡ ∆F(k−
j)). Note that since A is quadratic, all odd point differentiations, i.e. differentiating an odd
number of times with respect to sources, yield zero. Now differentiating with respect to sources,
the averaged in-out two point correlator turns out to be
〈ϕ(x2)ϕ(x1)〉E ≈W iin1J1J1 +W iin1n2J1J2 =
(
x1 x2
)
E
−σ2
(
x1
z
x2
)
E
+4σ2mo2
(
x1 x2
z z′
)
E
(5.14)
after taking the continuum limit of space-time. Note that only W iin1 contributes to this averaged
correlator. The subscript E again stands for Euclidean and the diagrams are to be interpreted
2 Note that in the Euclidean version, there is no difference between time and time reversed objects i.e. ’+’ and
’-’ partition functionals. But one should be careful as they are Wick (and reverse Wick) rotated differently to give
different Lorentzian terms and hence I keep the subscripts differentiating the two types.
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as usual with the identification of solid lines with massive (mo) Euclidean propagators ∆F , dots
with internal Euclidean space-time points that are to be integrated out, and arrows specifying
with-time flow i.e. with usual propagators. The correction diagrams are standard integrals in
Euclidean QFT [4, 22] and are given as(
x1
z
x2
)
E
=
1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k
ei k
µxµ
(k2+m2o)2
=
1
8pi2
K0(mo r)(
x1 x2
z z′
)
E
=
1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k
ei k
µxµ
(k2+m2o)3
=
r
32pi2mo
K1(mo r) (5.15)
where r is the Euclidean distance given as
√
(τ2− τ1)2+(x2− x1)2+(y2− y1)2+(z2− z1)2
and Kn(x) is the modified Bessel function of order n. Therefore in terms of Bessel functions,
the averaged two point in-out correlator is approximately equal to
〈ϕ(x2)ϕ(x1)〉E ≈
1
4pi2r2
[
morK1(mor)− σ
2
2m2o
(
m2or
2K0(mor)−m3or3K1(mor)
)]
. (5.16)
In the appendix A, I calculate the averaged in-out two-point Euclidean correlator by directly
averaging the free massive Euclidean propagator over the distribution (5.3) and show that the
two calculations (leading to Eqs. (5.16) and (A.9) ) agree with each other to (at least) the
first order in σ2/m2o. Although this closed calculation can be done for random masses since
there exists a closed form expression for in-out correlators for a free massive theory, it is not
possible to do so in general. For instance if one is interested in having a distribution in the
coupling constant, say P(λ)∝ λexp
(−λ2/g2) for λ∈ [0;∞), such that the standard perturbative
analysis cannot be done for λ > 1, the direct averaging of the correlators is not possible. On
the other hand for g< 1 a perturbative expansion of our generating functionals can still be used
for calculating (in general non-local) corrections to the averaged correlators in powers of g.
However, to demonstrate that the above prescription works, I worked with only random masses
for which a direct averaging of the correlator can be done to confirm its validity (See Appendix
A for details).
At last, I find that the averaged in-in one-point correlator is zero as opposed to the case in
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Sec. 3.0.2. To see this, we only need W iin+1 n−1 which (upto order σ
2/m2o) is equal to
W iin+1 n−1 ≈ ln
(
Z[J+1 ]
)
ln
(
Z[J−1 ]
)
+
σ2m2o
2
[
ln
(
Z[J−1 ]
)
∑k, j
{
2
[
∑l ∆F,klJ+1,l
]
∆F,k j
[
∑l ∆F, jlJ+1,l
]
+∆F,k j∆F,k j
}
+{+↔−}+ ∑k
(
∆F,kk+
(
∑ j∆F,k jJ+1, j
)2)×
∑k
(
−∆F,kk+
(
∑ j∆F,k jJ−1, j
)2)]
(5.17)
and thus
〈ϕ(y)〉∗〈ϕ(x)〉E =W iin+1 n−1 J+1 J−1 = 0 (5.18)
Although I don’t show any calculations, for the averaged in-in two point correlator (4.12) we
need all four (2× 2) partitions i.e. W iin+1 n−1 , W
ii
n+1 n
−
1 n
−
2
, W iin+1 n+2 n−1 and W
ii
n+1 n
+
2 n
−
1 n
−
2
; functional
differentiation of which (with respect to sources at different points as discussed) would give the
desired object.
Chapter 6
Summary and Discussion
Quantum field theories with random potentials are of importance for condensed matter systems
with the so-called quenched disorder [2, 3, 4, 5] and for cosmological systems in the context of
string theory [6, 7, 8]. In this work, I made the first step towards describing such systems using
the method of generating functionals. More precisely, I constructed two different generating
functionals for correlators in the case of a single quantum scalar field with random potentials
using the replica trick.
The first generating functional requires a single (double) set of replicated fields only pro-
ducing in-out (in-in) averaged correlators, but involves an unphysical extrapolation to negative
one number of fields (See Sec. 2). The second generating functional has an infinite number of
fields, but involves only an interpolation between zero and one number of fields in each repli-
cated set (see Sec. 4). The examples that I studied in detail were a random distribution of masses
(see Sec. 5) and two examples having random functional form of interactions, one described by
an action (Euclidean) of the harmonic oscillator (see Sec. 3.0.1), and the other described by a
Gaussian random potential (see Sec. 3.0.2). I have described how the perturbation theory for
calculating in-out and in-in correlators works for these examples. Moreover, the generalization
to more fields and to different kinds of fields should be straightforward. I have also identified a
technical problem for the distribution of random potential described by Euclidean field theories
which limits our ability to perform perturbative calculations analytically, but can be dealt with
numerically (see Sec. 3.0.1).
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Before I conclude let us briefly note that the probability of a particular type of scattering
event is the square of the corresponding scattering matrix element which is an observable quan-
tity. For example, considering a one to one scattering process for a real scalar field, the corre-
sponding scattering amplitude 〈k|p〉 is related to the two point correlator 〈ϕ(x2)ϕ(x1)〉 through
the LSZ formula [21, 22], but the probability is given by | 〈k|p〉 |2. Then the quenched aver-
aged amplitude of such a scattering process is 〈k|p〉, but the averaged probability is | 〈k|p〉 |2.
For systems with random potentials, one can argue that we must not take quenched average
over the correlators/Green’s functions as they correspond to amplitudes for different potentials
and taking averages as in (1.12) would correspond to letting quantum trajectories on different
potentials interfere. Thus, one should rather calculate the average of probabilities of different
processes as in (1.13). Although this might be reasonable for systems where the randomness is
due to a lack of information of the exact potential and in some condensed matter systems with
quenched disorder e.g. Anderson localisation, in Quantum inflationary cosmology it is unclear
as to what quantity one should average over. For instance one might argue that in the multiverse
picture, it makes sense for the different wave functions in each universe (each with a different
potential picked from its distribution) to interfere with each other. To keep the discussion as
general as possible I have described the formalisms for calculating quenched averages of both
amplitudes (1.12) and probabilities (1.13). Application of the developed methods to inflationary
cosmology will be discussed in a separate work. [13]
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Appendix A
Two-point correlator for a random
mass
Here we calculate the averaged two point in-out Euclidean correlator for random masses by
directly averaging over the two point Euclidean correlator (Wick rotated Feynman propagator)
for a massive free real scalar field which is given as
∆F(x−y,m)E = 1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k
ei k
µxµ
(k2+m2)
=
1
4pi2r2
∫ ∞
0
dze(−z−
m2r2
4z ) =
1
4pi2r2
(mrK1(mr)) (A.1)
With distribution (5.3) and working with the integral form for the propagator, we have
1
σ
√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
∆F(x1− x2,m)Ee−
(m−mo)2
2σ2 dm=
1
4
√
2pi2
√
pir2σ
∫ ∞
0
dze−z
∫ ∞
−∞
dme−
(m−mo)2
2σ2
−m2r24z (A.2)
Completing squares in the gaussian integral for mass and then integrating it out gives
1
4pi2r2
∫ ∞
0
dz
√
z
z+b2
e−z−
a2
b2+z (A.3)
where a2 = mo2r2/4 and b2 = σ2r2/2. Change of variables b2 + z = x leads to the following
integral
eb
2
4pi2r2
∫ ∞
b2
dx
√
1− b
2
x
e−x−
a2
x (A.4)
which, when expanded in powers of b2 and retaining only first order terms in square root, gives
eb
2
4pi2r2
∫ ∞
b2
dx
(
1− b
2
2x
)
e−x−
a2
x (A.5)
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This can be recast as
eb
2
4pi2r2
[∫ ∞
0
dx
(
1− b
2
2x
)
e−x−
a2
x −
∫ b2
0
dx
(
1− b
2
2x
)
e−x−
a2
x
]
(A.6)
Now for b2/a2  1 (which is equivalent to σ2/m2o  1) the order of the second integral is
bounded by an exponentially small number b2e(−a2/b2) while the first term remains finite, which
leaves us with the first integral. Moreover we assume that b2 < 1 (which is equivalent to con-
sidering distances r < 1/mo) giving us
1
4pi2r2
[(
1+b2
)∫ ∞
0
dxe−x−
a2
x − b
2
2
∫ ∞
0
dx
e−x−
a2
x
x
]
(A.7)
to first order in b2. This can be easily re-written as
1
4pi2r2
[(
1+b2
)
morK1(mor)+
b2
2
∂
∂(m2or2/4)
(morK1(mor))
]
(A.8)
which reduces to
1
4pi2r2
[
morK1(mor)− σ
2
2m2o
(
m2or
2K0(mor)−m3or3K1(mor)
)]
(A.9)
and is the same as eq. (5.16).
